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Technical Specifications
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MODEL HG1200TXVEME HG1000TXVEME HG800TXVEME

Power supply

Maxi u working current(A) 10 10 10

ater pressure (MPa) 0.05 < P < 1 0.05 < P < 1 0.05 < P < 1

ashing power( ) 300 250 250

Spinning power( ) 700 530 500

Max. wash load (kg) 5 5 5

Spinning speed (MAX) (r/ in) 1200 1000 800

ash progra 15 15 15

Heating power ( ) 1700 1700 1700

eight (kg) 86 86 86

HG1200TXVEME
HG1200TXVE

HG1000TXVEME
HG1000TXVE

HG800TXVEME
HG800TXVE

1800 1800 1800
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NAME

220V~230V/(50Hz) 220V~230V/(50Hz)220V~230V/(50Hz)



HG1200TXVEME/HG1200TXVE
HG1000TXVEME/HG1000TXVE
HG800TXVEME/HG800TXVE
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A Wash program knob
By turning this knob, the required program can be selected.
(Refer to the Guide to Operational Program Selection).

Caution: The program knob is at the same time a power
button. When the knob is set to Stop , the power is turned off;
when the knob is set to other positions, the power is turned on.

B Wash temperature knob

By turning this knob, the required temperature can be selected
(temperatures between 30 -90 can be selected). Refer to
the Guide to Operational Program Selection.

C Speed knob

By turning this knob, the required spinning speed can be
selected. The maximum speed will vary when a different
program is selected.

Control pannel
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D Detergent distribution drawer
Instructions are printed on the handle of the drawer. Open the
drawer, three compartments can be seen:
Compartment 1: Pre-wash detergent
Compartment 2: Normal wash Super quick wash detergent
Compartment 3: Softener, conditioning agent, perfume, etc.

Fig. A

E Door lock indicator
When the light is on, the door is locked.

F Soaking indicator
When this light is on, the washer is in a soaking cycle. If the anti-crease button is
pressed and a soaking cycle is started, this light will blink and the time reading on
the screen will stop changing.

G Start / Pause button
When the washing machine is connected to the power, and a
program is selected, the time reading on the display will stop
blinking. Touch this button lightly, the washing machine will start
operation automatically; touch it again during operation, operation
will pause and the time reading on the display will blink. Press it
again to resume operation.

H Anti-crease soaking button
Press this button, the washing machine will start a soaking cycle
when the preset softening program is due during any of the
synthetic, wool, cashmere and silk wash cycles. Now the washing
machine will not drain but start a soaking cycle. And the soaking
indicator will blink. If you want to spin the laundry, press this button
again, operation will resume.

Control pannel
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I Delay wash button
Press this button,the washing machine will start to adjust delay time.Each press
of the button,the delay will increase 30 minutes.Keep pressing the button and
the delay time will keep increasing.The range is 0-24 hours.For example,adjust it to
10 hours,press the "start" button and the washing machine will end 10 hours
later.The delay time should be longer than the washing time.Don’t press this
button,if the delay time isn’t needed.
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Preparation

1. Power supply
Plug in the power supply
220-230V~/50Hz.

4.Detergent selection

Turn on the tap ensure that the water is clear.
Caution: Before staring the washing machine turn on
the water faucrt to ensure that the water faucet and the
water inlet hose are connected correctly and do not leak.

2. Water supply

Only special Iow foam detergent
should be used in automatic
drum washing machine, form
blended or wool fabrics special
detergent should be used. dry
cleaning solvent should not be
used such as trichhloroethylene
or alike (caution :load the re-
quired amount of detergent
only).

3. Laundry treament
sort out clothes according to type and extent of dirt.

There are three types of clothes: cotton, synthetical
and woolen (silk) fabrics.

separate white clothes from colored. If whites and
coloreds are combined for one load, make sure the
coloreds are colorfast.
-Remove all objects from pockets that may cause dam-
age to the machine, such as keys and coins.

-Clothing with frayed edges or yarns should be put in
a wash bag or special bag before washing.
-Repaire damaged clothing,lose buttons or damaged
zips and hooks before washing.
-Bed sheets and table ware should be loosely loaded
and not folded.

This washing machine is for household use and de-
signed for mechanically washable clothes. When wash-
ing, separate unwashable clothes with reference to
clothes labels.

Type non-fade cottons Delicat fabrics Woolen fabrics Blending fabrics

Max load 5 kg 2 kg 1 kg 2.5 kg

5.Wash Load

Normal

Delicate

Intensive

Normal

Soak

Note: indicates that softener or bleacher can be added if needed; indicates
that detergent must be added; X indicates that detergent must not be added.

The wash temperature indicates the maximum temperature. Different laundry requires
different wash temperatures, functions and time. The above wash cycle times are
intended as a guide only and will be subject to local conditions.

Soak wash program,suitable for needing disinfecting clean clothes,can't join detergent,if temperature
is 60-90 degrees Centigrade of ranges,The program heats to 90 degrees Centigrade,the the temperature
is suitble for sterilization of fabric of flax wash;if temperature is 0-60 degrees Centigrade of ranges,it
will heat to 60 degrees Centigrade ,this temperature is suitable for the sterilization of the chemical fibre
manufactured goods

Program description table
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